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iAbstract
In recent years, computer devices are becoming smaller and lighter because of the
development of microelectronics. Computer devices are changing from desktop to mo-
bile such as personal note books and cell phones that people can use them at any time
anywhere. Moreover, computer and sensor devices can be worn on users to provide
many services, such kind of wearable computing is becoming more and more popular.
In these computing styles, user can check and get the support information from the
computer devices all the time, therefore, the style of support services can be quite
dierent in these new computing styles. By receiving a quantity of information from
the computer devices, user's behaviors can be aected by the information consciously
or unconsciously somehow. In this dissertation, we focus our research on the human
navigation system in these new computing style. Human navigation system means a
system works on the mobile device that can navigate user to reach the destinations and
guide user in sightseeing, furthermore, it can help user to make decisions by providing
user's current location and surrounding information. We aim to gure out the inuence
on user's behavior by presenting information in dierent situations such as dierent
purpose and dierent time of use. Moreover, we propose the human navigation system
in an environment that can use computer all the time, therefore, we need to construct
a convenient computing environment.
There are 5 chapters in this dissertation. In the rst chapter, we will explain the
background and purpose of our research. In the second chapter, we will explain the
result of the experiment that we try to control crowd ow by using smartphone nav-
igation application. User can get the route that satises his or her needs by using
the navigation system if user wants to travel in some amusement spots. One the other
hand, organizers also have some demands, for example, they need to scatter the visitors
to avoid them to crowd in the same spot or they want to gather visitors at the specic
time for some shows, however, the present navigation systems can only satisfy user's
demands, organizers demands are dismissed. In this chapter, we propose an advanced
navigation system that can satisfy both visitors' demands and organizers' demands.
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We implemented an ocial navigation system for an event in Osaka called \Mizube
Bar" that people can walk around in dierent areas and enjoy the event menus in many
restaurants. We examined whether the application can lead the crowd ow in the event.
We divided users into 3 groups and presented dierent information in the function of
recommended restaurants to evaluate the ecacy that whether users can be leaded by
the information presentation in the recommended list. We took the experiments in the
year of 2012 and 2013.
In the third chapter, we consider that beside controlling ranking, other methods can
also aect user's behaviors, therefore, we investigate the factors of user interface that
can aect user's behaviors. We test how will user's choices change on route customize
when presented information changed, such as changing presenting introductions of the
specic spots and changing background color of the specic spots. We aim to gure
out the relationship between interface design and user's choice. We gain the support
from Kobe city and develop a navigation system for Kobe Kitano Ijinkan, which is one
of the most famous spots of Kobe. The propose system can generate recommended
route for visitors by inputting the ticket information and people that accompany with
user, moreover, user can edit the generated route by himself or herself, if he or she
want to add or delete the spots in the recommended route. In the view of route edit,
we change the presented information for users in the candidate part of the spots, for
example we choose to give the detail information of the spots and we choose to change
the background color for some spots. Moreover, the server can control the information
presentation of the navigation presentation. We conduct the experiment to evaluate
whether the design factors can aect user's behaviors. We evaluate and discuss the
accomplished system in a short term, however, we also need an evaluation of long term
in the future works.
In the fourth chapter, we propose a sound source visualization system in wearable
computing environment. Wearable computing environment stands for an environment
that user can check information at anytime by using a Head Mounted Display (HMD).
We apply the human navigation system in this environment. The propose system can
recognize and notify user the sound source for hearing impaired and the users can hard
to notice the sound by an HMD, moreover we use Augmented Reality (AR) to visualize
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the sound source into a virtual object showing on the position of the sound source in
the HMD. We use visual information to show both visual and sound information of the
surrounding to user. We construct the system by using web camera, stereo microphone
and HMD. The propose system is evaluated both on the recognition accuracy and user
ability.
In the fth chapter, we will conclude our research, additionally, we will state our
future works.
In this dissertation, we focus on the changes of the human navigation system on the
importance and use style from the conventional ones in wearable computing environ-
ment. We investigate the inuences on people's behaviors, moreover, we apply some
eective methods in the navigation system. On the other hand, we also focus on a new
style navigation system that people can receive and check information at anytime ev-
erywhere in wearable computing environment. We implement and evaluate the sound
source visualize system. We apply the mobile navigation system in a large event. From
the result of our research, we not only provide some foundation of designing navigation
systems but also show the navigation system in a wearable computing environment.
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11 Introduction
1.1 Background
1.1.1 Wearable Computing
In recent years, computer devices are becoming smaller and lighter because of the
development of microelectronics. Computer devices are changing from desktop to mo-
bile such as personal note books and cell phones that people can use them at any time
anywhere. Moreover, computer and sensor devices can be worn on users to provide
many services, such kind of wearable computing is becoming more and more popular.
There are various of wearable devices, for example, head mounted display (HMD) can
capture and provide information in real-time, smart watch can log user's heart rate
and track user's sleeping data. These devices can be used to sense our daily life. Fur-
thermore, there are lots of services are provided by using these devices. Smartphones
are wildly used in our daily life. A smartphone can be a compact device with several
sensors, such as gyro sensor, Global Position System (GPS) sensor and magnetometer
sensor. On the basis of these sensors, numerous applications on smartphones are devel-
oped. By using these applications, user can search for thing, communicate with other
people, log the spots data and order products on internet. More and more services are
provided to users on the basis of smartphones.
Navigation system is generally used nowadays. The key component of a navigation
system is location system and algorithm for route searching. A navigation system will
be installed in airplanes, ships and cars. Human navigation system is essential nowa-
days. Human navigation system means a system works on the mobile device that can
navigate user to reach the destinations and guide user in sightseeing, furthermore, it
can help user to make decisions by providing user's current location and surrounding in-
formation. Recently, because of the widespread use of smartphones, human navigation
systems are wildly installed in smartphones. User can search for the destinations on
the map and get the route between the current location and the destination, however,
in some amusement spots and sightseeing, not only the visitors but also the organizers
will have some demands, for example, they may want to scatter the visitors and guide
2them to the specic spots. The present human navigation system can response to the
input from visitors but dicult satisfy the demands from the organizers.
1.1.2 Information Presenting
Technology of information presenting is wildly used in computing environment. In-
formation presenting is focused on the method of how to present information and how
will users understand the information. For example, there are lots of people work on
the information presenting on web pages. People try to construct information on the
web, they design on how to place the contents in the appropriate position, moreover,
they can predict how will users read the contents.
Information presenting is important on the wearable device. Wearable device has
a small monitor, the quantity of the information will be quite limited on the device,
therefore, the architecture of the information will be important. For example, the car
navigation system need to show driver the route in summary, therefore, the driver
can grasp outline of the route plan, furthermore, it also need to tell driver the detail
denitely at the right timing, moreover, it has to make eort to let driver can com-
bine the presented information with the current environment. User will a have higher
frequency to receive information by using a wearable device, user's behaviors can be
aected by the information consciously or unconsciously somehow. Recently, there are
lots of wearable device to log user's activity everyday, such as steps, calorie cost and
time of sleep, most of these not only provide the information, but also try to persuade
user to have a healthy life, for example, some of them will ask you to stand up and
walk for a while if you sit in a long time, besides, some of them can set a goal of
the calorie cost or steps for everyday, moreover, some of them will give you a badge
if you reach the goal, others will tell you the high scores of your friend and persuade
you to upgrade your score. This kind of persuasive technology is now wildly used in
information presentation.
1.2 Purpose
In this dissertation, we focus our research on the human navigation system in these
new computing styles. We aim to gure out the inuence on user's behavior by pre-
3senting information in dierent situations such as dierent purpose and dierent time
of use. Moreover, we propose the human navigation system in an environment that
can use computer all the time, therefore, we need to construct a convenient computing
environment.
 Controlling Crowd Flow by Changing Recommender Information on Mobile Nav-
igation System
User can use a navigation system to search for the route from the current location
to the destination, however, in some conditions, such as in some amusement spots
and in the sightseeing, user can hard to gure out which place is interesting by
himself or herself, moreover, the organizers can not input their demands to scatter
or guide the crowds to some specic spots, consequently, user may follow other
people to the place that is crowded. Thus, we developed a navigation system to
navigate users by presenting recommended information, Moreover, we change the
recommended information to control the crowd ow of the event and sightseeing.
 Evaluating Design Factors of Information Presenting in Aecting Users Choices
on Mobile Navigation System
In sightseeing, user always use some navigation system to nd some recom-
mended information of route plan that is set beforehand, however, not all the
users can meet the conditions of the route plan, for example, users may at dif-
ferent location and have dierent spots that they are interested in, moreover,
the spot can by crowded because many users can head for the same destination
at the same time. Thus, We developed a navigation system to generate route
plan for users. Users can get dierent routes base on users' current situations,
such as users' locations and users' favorite spots. User can customize the route
plan by himself or herself. Moreover, we investigated the factors on the design of
information presenting that can aect users' choices by changing the presented
information of the route.
 Visualizing and Locating Sound Source with Augmented Reality
Information can be presented to user in dierent ways. For example, a wearable
device can tell user that someone messaged he or she by vibration, additionally,
4some simple message also be presented by using a set of led devices, other people
can grasp the information by present it in animation. Moreover, sound from the
surrounding is also a kind of important information for human to understand the
current condition. However, human can nd the direction of the sound, but hard
to gure out the where the sound occurred denitely, furthermore, the hearing
impaired can only receive visualized information. Therefore, we developed a sys-
tem to visualize the sound for users, moreover, we navigate users to the location
of the sound by Augmented Reality (AR). The visualized sound information can
be presented to user through an HMD.
1.3 Construction of Dissertation
There are 5 chapters in this dissertation. In the rst chapter, we will explain the
background and purpose of our research. In the second chapter, we will explain the
result of the experiment that we try to control crowd ow by using smartphone nav-
igation application. User can get the route that satises his or her needs by using
the navigation system if user wants to travel in some amusement spots. One the other
hand, organizers also have some demands, for example, they need to scatter the visitors
to avoid them to crowd in the same spot or they want to gather visitors at the specic
time for some shows, however, the present navigation systems can only satisfy user's
demands, organizers demands are dismissed. In this chapter, we propose an advanced
navigation system that can satisfy both visitors' demands and organizers' demands.
We implemented an ocial navigation system for an event in Osaka called \Mizube
Bar" that people can walk around in dierent areas and enjoy the event menus in many
restaurants. We examined whether the application can lead the crowd ow in the event.
We divided users into 3 groups and presented dierent information in the function of
recommended restaurants to evaluate the ecacy that whether users can be leaded by
the information presentation in the recommended list. We took the experiments in the
year of 2012 and 2013.
In the third chapter, we consider that beside controlling ranking, other methods can
also aect user's behaviors, therefore, we investigate the factors of user interface that
can aect user's behaviors. We test how will user's choices change on route customize
5when presented information changed, such as changing presenting introductions of the
specic spots and changing background color of the specic spots. We aim to gure
out the relationship between interface design and user's choice. We gain the support
from Kobe city and develop a navigation system for Kobe Kitano Ijinkan, which is one
of the most famous spots of Kobe. The propose system can generate recommended
route for visitors by inputting the ticket information and people that accompany with
user, moreover, user can edit the generated route by himself or herself, if he or she
want to add or delete the spots in the recommended route. In the view of route edit,
we change the presented information for users in the candidate part of the spots, for
example we choose to give the detail information of the spots and we choose to change
the background color for some spots. Moreover, the server can control the information
presentation of the navigation presentation. We conduct the experiment to evaluate
whether the design factors can aect user's behaviors. We evaluate and discuss the
accomplished system in a short term, however, we also need an evaluation of long term
in the future works.
In the fourth chapter, we propose a sound source visualization system in wearable
computing environment. Wearable computing environment stands for an environment
that user can check information at anytime by using a Head Mounted Display (HMD).
We apply the human navigation system in this environment. The propose system can
recognize and notify user the sound source for hearing impaired and the users can hard
to notice the sound by an HMD, moreover we use Augmented Reality (AR) to visualize
the sound source into a virtual object showing on the position of the sound source in
the HMD. We use visual information to show both visual and sound information of the
surrounding to user. We construct the system by using web camera, stereo microphone
and HMD. The propose system is evaluated both on the recognition accuracy and user
ability.
In the fth chapter, we will conclude our research, additionally, we will state our
future works.
In addition, the second chapter is stated base on the published result of references[61,
62, 63, 64, 65, 66]. the third chapter is stated base on the result of references[67]. the
fourth chapter is stated base on the published result of references[58, 59, 60].

72 Controlling Crowd Flow by Changing Rec-
ommender Information on Mobile Nav-
igation System
2.1 Introduction
Navigation systems are becoming an important part of our daily life. Aircrafts
and ships need navigation systems to show the crew the direction to the destination.
In recent years, most cars have been equipped with a car navigation system that
can provide users with plenty of information like directions, locations, and nearby
stores and even share current trac information with other car navigation systems[1].
Furthermore, because of the widespread use of smartphones, more and more navigation
systems are based on high-performance smartphones that are constructed with many
sensors[2]. To use these navigation systems, users have to set their destinations on
their devices by themselves, and it is hard for organizers to lead users to specic areas
without disturbing the users' activities or showing unwanted information. Although
tourists can use some navigation applications to plan their schedule, they have no idea
about the conditions at each place[3]. Therefore, navigation systems need to not only
give users the information that they need but also lead users to the right place.
Behavioral economics is an important eld in economics, but the way it analyzes
economic behaviors is dierent from classic economics[4]. Behavioral economics always
analyzes people's behaviors by psychology experiments and can predict users' choices
by using this analysis. In the classic economics model, economic man will always show
rational economic behaviors, and economic models are built on this premise. However,
in behavioral economics, economic man's choices can be aected by many factors, for
instance, the appearance and advertisement of products or the earnestness[5]. In this
research, we introduce these factors into a navigation system to lead the crowd to
the destination naturally. Moreover, we take the experiments by using the proposed
system during an event held in Osaka called \Osaka Mizube Bar". The results of the
experiment conrmed that the behavior of users can be aected by controlling the
8rank list that they check on their devices; furthermore, users can be led to a specic
destination or area by taking advantage of this function.
This chapter is made up of 7 parts: introduction in Section 2.1, reference research in
Section 2.2, introduction of system design in Section 2.3, system implementation in Sec-
tion 2.4, application and evaluation of the prototype system in Section 2.5, discussions
in Section 2.6, and conclusion of this chapter in Section 2.7.
2.2 Related Works
The navigation system was rst developed for military purposes, for instance, the
global position system (GPS) is one of the most widely used navigation systems, and
it was developed for the US army. Moreover, most of the navigation systems that we
use are based on GPS[11].
Nowadays, there are lots of researches on navigation systems. Tumas developed a
system that helps users to nd a personalized path connecting two arbitrary points in
a city using city transport and walking. The navigation system targets mobile device
users and provides a location-based service recommending the optimal path based on
the specic user preferences[12]. In Brown and Laurier's research, they discussed some
normal problems when using a navigation system when driving such as destination,
route, map, sensor, timing, relevance, and legality problems[6]. In the experiments,
they used both a car navigation system and smartphone navigation application to help
the driver to navigate. They gave some advice on how a navigation system can help
drivers to know about the nearby situations. Intelligent transportation system is an
important eld of navigation. These navigation systems can not only search for routes
from the current location to the destination, but also calculate the most eective route
for users in dierent conditions[7]. Therefore, users can use these navigation systems to
plan their schedules for dierent places. Baurs developed a personal navigation system
to lead users in a landscape[8]. They calculate the route based on the user's context
such as the user's location, time, or user's surrounding environment. Baurs's navigation
system can work indoors and outdoors. In some cases, tourists will try to nd some
recommended information if they are not familiar with the location. In Yang's research,
they proposed a location-aware recommender system that accommodates customers'
9shopping needs with location-dependent vendor oers and promotions[9]. Gavalas ex-
plored the landscape for a mobile recommendation system and provided an up-to-date
survey for mobile recommendation systems for tourism[10]. In Shiraishi's research,
they developed a schedule planning system for landscapes; it can generate a tourism
plan if the user enters some factors like time, favorites, etc. into the system[13]. By
using the navigation system, users can take the tour more eectively, but it cannot
lead users to some places where events are being held or let the user make a reasonable
decision when there are crowds of tourists in the landscape. Tanaka developed a navi-
gation system for tourists based on web pages[14]. When users search for destinations
on their devices using the navigation system, it will show the destinations on the map
and delete the part of the map around the destination to encourage users to enjoy
traveling in the deleted part. But it is hard to use for the tourists if they have no idea
where the destination is.
Behavioral economics shows that people will choose base on many factors, such as
the emotional or visceral state of the person and impression of the goods[15]. This
understanding can help us to persuade users to make decisions by presenting some in-
formation. There are lots of researches on persuasive technology, especially the design
of the user interface. Most of these researches focus on how to lead users in accordance
with the purpose of the designers. Nowadays, more and more people use smartphones
and tablets, so the interface design strategies of the applications for smartphones are
becoming more important to developers. Users have dierent preferences; therefore,
developers have to persuade users to touch or make a gesture on a specic place on the
touchscreen[16]. There are many strategies for persuasive technologies that can aect
the user's behaviors and activities; Fogg investigated the changes of user's behaviors
and motivations[17]. They gured out that self-monitoring and conditioning are most
notable. Users will make an eort to reach the goal if they have set a target before-
hand. Bravata's research was based on a quantitative synthesis of literature and found
that pedometers in combination with a step goal can signicantly increase physical
activity[18]. In Fritz's research, they investigated 30 participants who had adopted
wearable activity-tracking devices of their own volition and had continued to use them
for between 3 and 54 months. They aim to learn the value that the systems provide
10
Figure 1: Construction of Proposed System
over the longterm and how the systems can be designed better to provide long-term
support[19]. As a result, by looking at the changing use of metrics, data sharing,
and rewards, they provided grounded insights about how systems can evolve along-
side wearers and continue to provide benets. Lee tried to nd how to use persuasive
technology to let users make healthy choices[20]. They performed some experiments
on how users make choices in dierent situations, for example, in one of the experi-
ments they asked participants to choose between snacks and fruit for three days one
time or every time before the participants had food and found that the participants
preferred to choose the default. As a result, they found that extremely simple changes
in user interfaces can substantially aect people's choices and behavioral economics is
a theoretical approach that can be used to structure information to help people make
decisions and change their behaviors.
2.3 System Design
In this research, we aim to develop a navigation system where the crowd ow can
be controlled naturally when users check information on their devices. In this section,
we will rst describe the construction of the proposed system, second introduce the
methods of information presentation, and nally explain the method of crowd ow
control.
11
Figure 2: Event Areas in Osaka Mizube Bar 2013[30]
2.3.1 System Construction
The construction of our proposed navigation system is shown in Figure 1. The
proposed navigation system is constructed with a local part and cloud part. On the
local part, we developed an application that can run on smartphones and other mobile
devices with a GPS function. By using the application, we can obtain users' GPS
information in real time, and we will provide the navigation information to users on
their devices. For instance, we can give users information on nearby sightseeing spots
and show users the route from the current location to the destination. On the cloud
part, we obtain users' GPS information and users' check histories to grasp the crowd
ow situation. We divide the crowd into several groups to control the directions of
each group by controlling the information presentated on users' devices.
2.3.2 Information presentation
To control the crowd ow, we need to inspect the information presentation meth-
ods. We considered taking behavioral economics into our research, and we suggest the
following methods for information presentation[21].
1. Certaintly Eect: The certainty eect means that people prefer to focus on
12
Figure 3: Counter at Port
Figure 4: Port in Area
the things that will occur with certainty rather than those that will probably
occur[22]. For example, when people are asked to make a choice between \obtain
some money with certainty" and \probably obtain lots of money", more people
will choose \obtain some money with certainty" even though the second option
has an expectation of winning lots of money. In brief, when we are asked to make
a choice, we consider the risk of each option and choose the one that has less
risk than the others[23]. A navigation system can present more information on a
destination for tourists to make users head there when they have no idea where
to go. For instance, the navigation system can show more pictures or more com-
ments of the destination for users. Changing the reliability of the information of
each place can help users to make the decision.
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2. Anchoring Eect: The anchoring eect means that we always judge things at
rst glance[24]. Even if we know more details about a situation afterwards, the
impression can be only adjusted a little[25]. For example, when a store holds a
campaign for products, more customers will buy the goods if the dierence in
the price is emphasized. In a navigation system, we can make a rank list for the
landscapes; moreover, when there is a high rank and a low rank in the rank list,
users may prefer to choose the places that have a high rank.
3. Reection Eect: The reection eect means that people make dierent choices
when they are in dierent environments; people in the benet will avoid the
risky choice, on the other hand, some people would like to take the risk[26]. In
a navigation system, we can present information about crowded places to users.
Tourists may head for places that they are unfamiliar with.
4. Default Eect: The default eect means that people like to maintain the current
state[27]. People like to choose the same or a similar option in the same situation
and make less eort considering other options[28]. In a navigation system, we
could provide a default recommendation option for users to help them make
decisions when they have no idea where to go next after enjoying the current
sightseeing spot. Moreover, by changing the default recommendation options, we
can control the crowd ow and lead them to the destination.
The crowd ow could be controlled naturally by using the information presentation
methods that we introduced. Therefore, in our prototype system, we introduced the
anchoring eect into the system to investigate whether information presentation can
aect users' behaviors and made a recommendation list for users to nd out how the
rank list information can aect users' behaviors.
2.4 System Implementation
The system was implemented in an event called \Osaka Mizube Bar". We con-
ducted an experiment to investigate whether information presentation can aect users'
behaviors.
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Figure 5: View From Shuttle Ship
2.4.1 Osaka Mizube Bar
Aqua Metropolis Osaka is a project that aims to build a network around Nakanojima
Gate and create an attraction for the city of Osaka[29]. In this project, there are some
programs to let tourists enjoy Osaka City. Osaka Mizube Bar is one of these programs
that try to encourage tourists to travel around the city.
Osaka Mizube Bar was one of the events that were held in 2011, 2012, and 2013.
This event let tourists travel around Osaka in dierent ways to enjoy the city, and it
is held for only two days in October each year. Usually, we travel in Osaka by subway,
bus, or bicycle, but in the Osaka Mizube Bar area, some ports have been opened, so
participants could take shuttle ships to travel from one area to another. There were
lots of restaurants and stores in each area, and when the participants bought tickets
for the ships, they also could buy the tickets to enjoy a special menu called \bar menu"
at these restaurants and stores. In this event, there were six areas: Tenmanbashi,
Kitahama-Yodoyabashi, Higashiyokobari, Dotonbori, Taisho, and Nkanojima Gate 6
areas. There were 95 restaurants and stores located in these areas that took part
in the event. Fourteen shuttle ships traveled between eight ports in the event areas.
Figure 2 shows a yer indicating the event areas in Osaka Mizube Bar 2013. This yer
is a simple guide map of the event area; the blue lines stand for the rivers; and the
colored boxes stand for each area. At each port there was a small counter, as shown
in Figure 3, to provide both the shuttle ship tickets and the special menu tickets for
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Figure 6: Screenshots of Web Based Application
the participants. Figure 4 shows one of the ports for participants taking shuttle ships.
Figure 5 is a photo taken by a customer who was taking a shuttle ship in the Dotonbori
area.
We developed a navigation application for the participants and worked in the event
as a supporter. Users could know the availability of the shuttle ships' tickets in real
time; moreover, they could nd restaurant information when using the navigation
application.
2.4.2 Local Implementation
The local part refers to the application that runs on the user's device. We devel-
oped both a web-based application and an iPhone application for the participants.
Figure 6 shows screenshots of the web-based application. On the left there is the root
view, and users can click on the blue boxes to use dierent functions. On the right
there is a screenshot of the restaurant list. Figure 7 shows screenshots of the iPhone
application. On the left the dierent functions are shown. On the right there is a
screenshot of the restaurant list. The user can access the application from the URL
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Figure 7: Screenshots of Web iPhone Application
\http://mizube.net" by using the web browser on their mobile device. The user can
also search for the application named \Mizube" on the App Store by using an iPhone.
The iPhone application is more high performed. For example, it can show the user the
current location in real time, users can use gestures to switch between views conve-
niently, and the response is more rapid and smooth. The transition of the web-based
application is shown in Figure 8. On the top page there are three functions for users:
recommended function at the top, ship information in the middle, and store informa-
tion at the bottom. Ship information provides shuttle ship ticket information on the
event day in real time. Store information provides a search function enabling users
to search for the stores by keywords or id number, and our system will provide users
with detailed information, location, and route from the users' current location. The
recommended function can give users the recommended list of restaurants, and users
can also nd detailed information on each restaurant just like when using the search
function by clicking on the list. The transition of the iPhone application is shown in
Figure 9. On the top page, users can nd their current location on the map in real
time and the restaurants around them. In recommended information, users can get
the recommended list from the server and can get the same detailed information and
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Figure 8: Transition of Web-based Application
route information as provided by the web-based application when they click on the list.
Ship information will provide ticket information in real time, and store information will
provide a search function and a list of all the stores that take part in the event.
2.4.3 Cloud Implementation
We put the locations, menus, and photos of the restaurants into the database on
the server; moreover, users will upload their check history and GPS history into the
database. When the user runs the application or accesses the web site, the system
will connect with the server, and users will be grouped by server. In brief, the crowd
ow will be randomly divided into several groups. Furthermore, the recommended list
will provide dierent information depending on the group. For instance, when some
users access the recommended list, the list will be ranked by the distance away from
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Figure 9: Transition of iPhone Application
the users' current location; on the other hand, some users' recommended list will be
ordered randomly. In the experiment, we divided the users into three groups: users'
recommended list with the stores ordered by the distance away from the users' current
location, users' recommended list showing nearby port information above the list, and
users' recommended list with the stores ordered randomly.
2.5 Application and Evaluation
The prototype system was used in the event on October 13th and 14th in 2012 and
October 12th and 26th in 2013. Figure 10 shows a yer for the navigation application
that participants could receive in the event. The yer introduces the functions of the
navigation application and the way to get it, but we do not tell users that they will be
divided into several groups so that we can provide dierent recommended information.
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Table 1: Users' Access Data in 2012
Accesses Independent users Page clicks
1 1133 7149
2 422 2625
3 228 1398
4 138 791
5 92 533
6 67 391
7 44 269
8 34 206
9-14 75 570
15-25 16 158
26-50 11 26
Table 2: Users' Access Data in 2013
Accesses Independent users Page clicks
1 282 1359
2 118 598
3 67 342
4 46 208
5 33 165
6 22 155
7 19 113
8 19 110
9-14 47 244
15-25 19 233
26-50 13 93
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Figure 10: Flyer of Navigation Application
Table 1 shows the state of the web site in 2012, and Table 2 shows the state of the
web site in 2013. Accesses means the number of times that a user used the web site.
Independent users mean the number of times that users access to all the web pages
of the web site. Page clicks means the number of clicks on all the web pages. The
number of participants that took part in the event in 2013 greatly decreased because
the weather was not ne. The result of accesses, shows that more than half of the users
used the web site three or fewer times; 79.07% of users visited the web site three times
or fewer in 2012, and 68.18% of users visited the web site three times or fewer in 2013.
We also counted the number of views on each function. There were 11395 page views of
ship information, 207 page views of recommended information, and 197 page views of
store information. In total there were 11436 page views of the navigation application
in 2012. In the next year, we have 2696 page views of the web-based application
and 11 iPhone application users. There are 2652 page views of ship information, 142
page views of recommended information, and 111 page views of store information. We
found that more users would like to use the navigation application to check shuttle ship
information because they receive a yer that tells users how to access the navigation
application when they buy shuttle ship tickets at the port. Therefore, most users are
interested in checking the schedule of the shuttle ships that they would like to take.
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All Users
Figure 11: Rate of Clicks on Each Rank in 2012
Stores Ordered by Distances Ports Information Above the List Stores Ordered In Random
Figure 12: Rate of Clicks on Each Rank in 2013
Furthermore, most of the participants are Osaka residents who can nd the way to the
destination without using the navigation application.
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We also counted the number of clicks on the rank list of the users. The count data
of the event in 2012 is shown in Figure 11. The vertical axis shows the proportion of
each rank's click count to the whole click count, and the horizontal axis is the rank
of the list that was shown on users' devices. Figure 12 shows the count data of the
event in 2013. The vertical axis is the proportion of each rank's click count to the
whole click count, and the horizontal axis is the rank of the list that was shown on
users' devices. Moreover, the data of each pattern is shown in a dierent color. The
blue bars refer to the users' recommended list with the stores ordered by the distance
away from the users' current location, the green bars refer to the users' recommended
list that shows nearby port information above the list, and the yellow bars refer to the
users' recommended list with the stores ordered randomly. Through looking at Figures
11 and 12, we can see that rank 1 is selected most by users. Moreover, most users only
check the stores that are within rank 15 in the event in 2012, and most users check the
stores that are within rank 10 in 2013. Therefore, most users focus on the things with
a high rank, especially rank 1. Moreover, despite the dierent patterns, users will have
the same choice on the rank list. We do not tell the users how the rank list is ordered
and do not even show the numbers of the rank before the title of each store in the list.
In the three patterns of the rank list, although the random pattern gives users some
information that is meaningless for them to enjoy the event, we get the same result.
Therefore, for users, the information that is presented in the list is more important
than what the information is.
In the event held in 2013, we gathered the GPS information of users and displayed
it on a map. Figure 13 shows GPS information of some of the users on a google map.
The yellow pins refer to the 26 users' GPS histories. The other colored markers refer
to stores and restaurants, and each color stands for an event area. The colored lines
refer to the routes of shuttle ships, and each color stands for a round trip of a shuttle
ship. Users' use the application to move only around each area. Furthermore, after
we made a timeline of the 26 users' GPS histories, we found that 8 users head for the
restaurants with a high rank. Therefore, users can be led to a specic area when we
control the information that is presented in the rank list.
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Figure 13: GPS Information of Some Users in 2013
2.6 Discussion
In the experiments. we divided users into three groups to investigate the eect
of information presentation control. Although we did not make a real-time tracking
function for the web-based navigation application, we used the results to make some
tips on information presentation control through users' clicks and the GPS histories
when users click on the application.
1. Investigate the motivation of user. In the event most users accessed the applica-
tion from the yer that they received from sta at the ticket counter; therefore,
more users may be interested in the shuttle ship schedule. This could be the mo-
tivation of most users. We should design each function in a complex way but not
make each function separate. For instance, present the restaurant information in
the schedule page when the user checks the ship information, and persuade users
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to check the recommended information from the ship information page.
2. Give an overview of the application for user. Although developers can use the
application in a normal way, users may use it dierently, because users have
dierent preferences. Most users may nd it hard to understand the meaning of
each function or how to use it correctly even if the application has been designed
very well. We should give an overview of the application for users when they
open the application for the rst time. Therefore, users can be given the rules
for some similar steps when they use the application, and can make full use of it.
3. Persuade users to send some feedback. Even a photo of the landscape can be
subjective feedback from the user, which will show the conditions of use. To
upgrade the application or take the system to the next step, not only the use
data, but also the feedback data from users can be important resources. In the
experiments, we divided the users by cookie id on the web-based application and
by device id on the iPhone application. To grasp the conditions of use, a quick
registration or the pop up window with some simple questions with options on
the page can be the approach.
4. Make a course for each user. Each user can have a dierent situation, such
as traveling with family or as a couple, wanting to take a walk or wanting to
relax, etc.. In the event, there can be dierent kinds of users, such as native
residents, foreign tourists, or people just passing by. Instead of providing dierent
functions, we can ask users for a situation by making users check some options,
and persuading them to go to a specic area by generating dierent courses for
users. For example, native people may be interested in the menus of restaurants,
foreign tourists may be interested in the landscape that the shuttle ship can reach.
Furthermore, setting a goal and several steps for the course can persuade users
to reach the goal and lead them to a specic area.
5. Persuade users to rate each item. According to the related work that we investi-
gated, users will trust the information from other users more than the information
from the system, when both of them are presented to users. Therefore, we should
try to persuade users to rate the items that they visited, and write some reviews,
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and lead to the specic area by recommend the spots with high scores to users.
We need to place the information from users in the prominent place, therefore,
users can access to the information that we want to present to. Moreover, the
place to write a review should also be prominent, and to persuade users to write
a review, we can give them some points when users write something. Design the
contents. We need to choose the contents that present to users of each item in
the list view. For example, whether we need to present the photo of each spot to
users, how many reviews should we present for each item in the list view. First
impression is more important than the function, therefore, we need to design the
contents that are attractive to users, and also the layout of the contents. Present
the important information and the the information that we want users to see in
a prominent place is important.
2.7 Conclusion
In this chapter, we developed a navigation system to control the crowd ow and
conducted an experiment on controlling information presentation. The results of the
experiment conrmed that users will focus on the position of the rank list, regardless
of the information for each item. We can aect the users' choice by controlling the
rank list. If we put the place that we want the users to head for at the top of the list
or at a high rank, we could control the crowd ow to make them head for the place
naturally. In future work, we will make a real-time GPS tracking system that gives the
location of the users to analyze the direction of the crowd ow, and try to persuade
users to check in at the place that they head for. Moreover, we would like to conduct
the experiment using other methods, and try to combine several methods together to
evaluate an eective way to control the crowd ow.
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3 Evaluating Design Factors of Informa-
tion Presenting in Aecting Users Choices
on Mobile Navigation System
3.1 Introduction
Numerous applications for guided a sightseeing on smartphones have recently been
developed. These applications are capable of recommending users sightseeing routes
in advance, making a sightseeing more enjoyable. However, users may have dierent
purposes for using these applications. Due to changes in the number of tourists or
in plans, the recommended route may become inappropriate. For example, Kobe is
one of the most famous cities for tourism in western area of Japan, with domestic
and foreign tourists increasing every year. Kobe Kitano Ijinkan is a tourism spot
in Kobe that attracts lots of tourists. It is dicult for users to know how crowded
places they want to go are, so it is necessary to have a system that can guide users
properly. Due to the scattered locations of attractions in Kobe Kitano Ijinkan, tourists
have diculty navigating. As a result, tourists cannot make the best use of their
time for sightseeing or nding routes between dierent places. In addition, because
of attraction the dierent types of tickets in Kobe Kitano Ijinkan, tourists often get
confused about which tickets to use. Also, because of the limited space in Kobe Kitano
Ijinkan, avoiding crowded places is dicult. Therefore, we propose a navigation system
for Kobe Kitano Ijinkan. The proposed system can generate routes for users on the
basis of users' situations. In this research we consider a user's current location, the
people that accompany the user, the user's preferences, and tickets as the situations.
Users can customize the generated route, and the system will present users with a
new route on the map. Furthermore, in order to scatter the crowd ow during peak
seasons, we try to persuade users to visit recommended spots shown in the route
customization view by controlling presented information. Moreover, we evaluate four
kinds of information presented in two experiments. As a result, we nd that users'
customizations are aected by the default route. Therefore, the default eect can be
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useful in persuasion.
3.2 Related Works
A lot of research exists on information recommendation based on personal interests.
In Zhang et al.'s research, they developed a system that can recommend popular tourist
spots and scenic sights on the basis of web information analysis and calculate sightseeing
routes for users[31]. By considering a scenic sight as an area instead of a specic point,
they found that the accuracy of visibility rates was greatly enhanced. In Nie et al.'s
research, they developed a route planning and navigation system for tourism on the
basis of location based services that guide tourists during sightseeing and let them
enjoy the route[32]. In typical navigation systems, developers may use an algorithm to
nd the minimum-cost path for users and additionally calculate the time needed for
each route. However, while sightseeing, users prefer choosing the route that can give
them the most satisfaction by including as many features as possible that they like.
Furthermore, time and distance also need to be considered in route planning. In order
to overcome these problems, Sun et al. used a dierent algorithm for the sightseeing
navigation system[33]. Moreover, they found that the vector-based user model is simple
and ecient in representing tourists' personal interests. In Nagata's research, they
developed a navigation system to generate route for the group[34]. Traveling in group
is quiet from traveling in single, there are dierent situations, for example, someone may
visit some spots with others, however, he or she may like to visit some spots by himself
or herself. Nagata's navigation system considered the preference of each user, moreover,
the system can generate an appropriate route for the group to visit each spot eciently
within limited time. Masuda developed a navigation system for tourists to persuade
them to visit the spots again via a feeling of regret[35]. In the navigation system, user
can receive some pictures and information of the spots, moreover, users were told that
\their sightseeing having been incomplete", therefore, they were suggested to visit
the spots again. In addition, Masuda conducted the experiment, furthermore, they
conrmed the ecacy of the study.
There are also numerous researches on behavioral economics. Behavioral economics
focuses on solving both how do people make choice and the factors that aect the
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Figure 14: System Construction.
choices. Persuasive technology is one of the branches of behavioral economics, further-
more, it has been wildly used in designing user interface.
In IJsselsteijn's research, they try to apply the persuasive technology to make hu-
man well-being[36]. They nd that the key points on persuasion is focusing on context
sensing and appropriate feedback, the need for longitudinal user studies, and ethical
concerns. In Kientz' research, they investigated the relationship between personality
and persuasive technologies, specically mobile based persuasive technologies that pro-
moted healthy lifestyles[37]. Moreover, they explained some correlations they found
for the designers to consider a better interface for some specic user groups.
3.3 System Design
In this research, we propose a navigation system for sightseeing that can generate
routes for users on the basis of their situations. The construction of our proposed
system is shown in Figure 14. The navigation application will generate the route on
the basis of users, situations and the route will be presented on the map view. The
server will send the route information to local devices on the basis of users' choices
and location information. Users can check the order of places to visit in the map view.
In addition, users can customize the route in the customization view, and the server
will give the information to users via the local device to persuade them to visit certain
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spots.
3.3.1 Cloud Function
The server runs in the cloud to collect users' data on their locations, situation-based
choices, and customized routes. The server also calculates the route information for
they when users try to generate routes in the application and presents it on the map.
Furthermore, users receive persuasive information from the server, which is presented
in the route customization view without informing the user.
3.3.2 Local Function
The application will provide sightseeing information such as location information,
introductions for sightseeing spots, and comments from other users. There are several
situations in the application that can be selected, for example, the favorite spot that
a user wants to visit. The application generates a route to t a user's situation and
provides the route information on a map. Furthermore, the user can customize the
route if the current route is not sucient. In order to control crowd ow, we tried
to apply persuasive technology to route customization. There are many strategies in
behavioral economics for predicting users' choices and leading users to make choices.
We can use some of these strategies in route customization by presenting information
for controlling crowd ow. From the perspective of route customization, we considered
four strategies for controlling crowd ow.
1. Reection Eect: People make dierent choices when they are in dierent envi-
ronments, the tendency to show risk aversion in the win domain but risk seeking
in the loss domain[38]. Therefore, users may choose dierent spots on the basis
of the total time that they want to take if we present the time needed for each
spot.
2. Certainty Eect: People will overweight outcomes that are considered certain,
relative to outcomes that are merely possible[39]. For example, when people nd
2 same item on an internet shopping site, they will choose the one that has more
pictures of the product, even it is more expensive. Hence, we can choose some
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spots to present more detail introductions to persuade users to pick these spots
into the route.
3. Isolation Eect: People nd that the item is salient if the item is isolated in the
list[40]. People make a certain choice if the item is placed next to an alternative;
the dierence is attractive to people. Therefore, we can make some items in the
list look dierent to persuade users to visit the spots.
4. Priming Eect: People's memory is unconsciously aected by a stimulus be-
forehand [41]. For example, people choose a product that is advertised more.
Consequently, we can present some specied images of the spots to appeal to
users.
3.4 System implementation
We developed a navigation application on the iPhone for sightseeing spots in Kobe
on \Kobe Kitano Ijinkan Street". Users can search for information on the spots and
unique routes on the basis of their situations.
3.4.1 Kobe Kitano Ijinkan Street
Kobe Kitano Ijinkan Street is a famous place in Kobe. There are several spots in
dierent locations in this area, and all of them are western-style houses. Tourists can
visit these houses to enjoy the interior designs and atmospheres of foreign countries.
There are also several kinds of tickets for these houses, such as a single ticket for
each house, an 8-house ticket, and a 5-house ticket. Tourists have to buy the tickets
if they want to enter the houses. There are several ticket oces located at dierent
places. Moreover, tourists can get a guide map that includes simple illustrations and
introductions of the spots on Kobe Kitano Ijinkan Street. However, sightseeing route
information is not provided on the map.
Kobe Kitano Ijinkan Street covers a large area on a slope. The spots are at dierent
locations, and the roads can be confusing between spots. Tourists may be confused on
how to move to a following spot by only checking the information on the guide map.
Figure 2 shows a guide map that tourists can get. It is dicult for tourists to nd their
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Figure 15: Flyer of Guide Map [42].
Figure 16: View of Kobe Kitano Ijinkan Navigation Application.
current location and to determine how to move to spot that they are interested in.
Furthermore, there is no guide information on the sightseeing route based on dierent
kinds of tickets; therefore, tourists have to create a route by themselves after getting
the tickets.
3.4.2 Kobe Kitano Ijinkan Navigation Application
We developed the Navigation Application for Kobe Kitano Ijinkan for the iPhone.
Figure 3 shows various views of the application; the left view in Figure 16 is the root
view of the application. In this view, users can choose \Recommendation Function" to
generate the route on the basis of their current situations, \Search Function" to nd
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Figure 17: Transition of \Recommendation Function".
the introduction and location information of the spots that they are interested in, or
view an introduction of Kobe Kitano Ijinkan.
In \Recommendation Function", the user can select the situations that are set up
in the application beforehand. The transitions of \Recommendation Function" are
shown in Figure 17. The situations are \Favorite Spot", \Ticket", and \Traveling
Companion". In \Favorite Spot", the user can select one spot in Kobe Kitano Ijinkan
that he or she wants to visit. \Ticket" includes both single tickets and set tickets. In
\Traveling Companion", there are single, couple, friends, and family options. After
selecting the situations, the application generates the route for the user on the basis of
the current location of the user and the situations that the user selected. We organize
the user's preferred spots and those of the tickets from near to distant, and then we
send the visit order to Google and receive the details of the route. The generated route
will be shown on the map with the spot markers to guide the user while sightseeing.
The user can conrm the order of the route by sliding the title label on the button of
the map view. The user can customize the route by tapping the button on the upper
right of the map view. In the route customization view, spots in the route are at the
top of the list view and candidate spots are at the bottom of the list view. The user
can drag spots from the candidate view into the route and drag spots from the route
to the candidate view to delete the spot that he or she is not interested in. The route
is presented on the map view when the user taps the save button on the upper right.
The user can check the customized route on the map view and customize it again until
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Figure 18: Pattern of Presenting Tourism Time And Introduction.
he or she is satised with the route.
In order to control crowd ow, we present dierent information in four patterns in
the route customization view.
1. Presenting sightseeing times: In this pattern, we present the total sightseeing
time of the route and the time needed for visiting each spot. We use the default
method in iOS's SDK to calculate the time for us. The left screenshot in Figure
5 shows a sample for presenting the sightseeing time.
2. Presenting introductions: We present a short introduction for the spots on the
route and some spots in the candidate view. We present an introduction for some
spots to give more information to them help users to make a decision. The right
screenshot in Figure 18 shows a sample for presenting the introduction.
3. Presenting dierent background colors: We make part of the background of the
cells in the list dierent colors. In this pattern, we make the background color of
two cells in the candidate view red and other cells white. The left screenshot in
Figure 19 shows a sample for presenting dierent background colors.
4. Presenting images in root view: In this pattern we present a picture of a spot in
the root view. Therefore, the image may aect the user's choice when the user
tries to customize the root and add this spot to the route. The right screenshot
in Figure 19 shows a sample for presenting the image in root view.
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Figure 19: Pattern of Presenting Dierent Background Color And Image in Root View.
In \Search Function", the user can type keywords in the search bar to get results.
Furthermore, the user can check detailed information for the results such as location
information on the map, spot introductions and spot images.
3.5 Experiments for sightseeing
In order to evaluate whether the presentation of information would aect users'
actions, we conducted an experiment in which subjects visit the spots.
Twenty subjects took part in this experiment, 12 of whom had never visited the
spots before. We divided the subjects into 10 groups, with each group having at
least one iPhone user to run the Kobe Kitano Ijinkan Navigation Application while
sightseeing. There was 1 subject in 2 groups, 2 subjects in 6 groups and 3 subjects in
the other 2 groups. We gave the 8-house ticket to all the subjects, and we asked them
to visit all the spots of Kobe Kitano Ijinkan. We gave them a short introduction on
the application about how to choose the situations and how to customize the route,
although the application has a splash screen on how to use it when a user launches it
for the rst time. We also told them that the information from the application is a
reference for sightseeing. Furthermore, they could travel in their own ways. Subjects
were allowed to buy more tickets if they wanted to visit more spots while sighseeing.
We generated an identier for each device, and we also set a pattern for each user
at random. We collected the location data, route information, and customized route
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information from each device.
We received data from 11 subjects. Three subjects used the sightseeing time presen-
tation pattern, Five subjects used the introduction presentation pattern, one subject
used the dierent background color presentation pattern, and two subjects used the
image in root view presentation pattern. All subjects opened the route customization
view, and seven subjects customized the route.
1. Two subjects used the sightseeing time presentation pattern. One subject did
not customize the route but only used the default route for sightseeing; moreover,
this subject visited the spots only in the order of the route. Another subject did
not use the customization view. Furthermore, according to the location data, we
found that this subject went sightseeing with another subject who used the route
customization view.
2. Five subjects used the introduction presentation pattern, two subjects did not
customize the route, one subject deleted one spot from the route, and the other
two subjects changed the order of the route.
3. One subject used the dierent background color presentation pattern. This sub-
ject did not customize the route; however, this subject used the default route to
go sightseeing.
4. Two subjects used the image in root view presentation pattern. We presented
the same image for the two subjects. On one hand, subject did not pick the
corresponding spot on the route. On the other hand, the other subject picked
the spot on the route at rst only to deleted the spot the second time.
We put the location information of the subjects on the map and compared the loca-
tion information with the route that the subjects used. Two subjects went sightseeing
exactly in the order of the route while others changed part of the route because they
found a shortcut to move from one spot to another and changed the order to visit the
nearest one.
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Figure 20: Situations And Route for The Experiment of Route Customize.
3.6 Route customization experiments
We also conducted an experiment in which 17 subjects customized the route in a
simulation. Five subjects used the sightseeing time presentation pattern, and four
subjects used each of the other three patterns. Before the experiment, we gave each
subject a short introduction on the operation of the route customization view, but we
did not tell them that there are dierent patterns for the customization of the route,
and they did not know the purpose of the experiment either. We asked each subject to
customize the route on the basis of the information from the route customization view
and the map. We set the same situations and the same start point for each subject
except for the subjects that used the image in root view presentation pattern. However,
we did not make the spot for the image on the route for the one subject or the other
three subjects. The left screenshot of Figure 20 shows the situations for the subjects,
and the right one shows the route on the map. Subjects should start from the bottom
of the map. Marks stand for the spots that they want to visit, and subjects can check
the sightseeing order by sliding the label on the bottom.
1. In sightseeing time presentation pattern: One subject deleted two spots from the
default route that took more time than others in the route. Two subjects deleted
several spots from the route that took a little more time and picked several spots
from the candidate view that took less time than others. However, the other two
subjects picked several spots from the candidate view that took more time and
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made the route include nine spots to visit.
2. In introduction presentation pattern: We found that all the subjects picked the
spots that have the instructions from the candidate view for the route. Con-
versely, subjects also picked the spots without instructions from the candidate
view.
3. In dierent background color presentation pattern: We made two cells' back-
ground color in the list view orange. Two subjects picked one spot on the route.
4. In image in root view presentation pattern: We started to introducing the exper-
iment from the root view of the application. Two subjects picked the spot from
the image in the root view, and one of them had the spot in the default route.
3.7 Discussion
In the rst experiment, we found that subjects only visited the spots that were
included on the ticket, and even though some subjects selected a favorite spot not
included on the ticket, they deleted the spot from the route. Therefore, we should
develop and consider the application as a kind of simulation for sightseeing before the
user visits the spots, and we also need to persuade the user to buy dierent kinds of
tickets. Among ten subjects, four of them did not customize the route; therefore, we
found that users are inuenced by a default eect. The default eect means that people
like to choose the same or a similar option in the same situation and make less of an
eort considering other options[28].
In the second experiment, we found that presenting the introduction may be an
eective way to persuade users to visit specic spots; however, this method makes it
dierent to separate the spots that you want to lead users to visit from the spots that
you want users to ignore. In the sightseeing time presentation pattern, we found that
subjects thought little about the time. Because we asked the subjects to customize the
route as they wanted, we did not limit the total time for sightseeing; therefore, subjects
may ignore the time spent at each spot and the total time taken. Presenting a dierent
background color and spot image in the root view barely aects users' choices in the
route customization view. In this experiment, because we asked subjects to customize
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Figure 21: Examples of Routes That Created by Subjects.
the route on the basis of the map information and the route customization view, users
prefer to create an approximate route on the map. Some subjects created routes that
returned to the start point while others just created straight forward routes. The left
screenshot in Figure 21 shows an example of a straight forward route that was created
by a subject. The right one in Figure 8 may consider the way back after sightseeing.
In addition, we found that the new routes created by subjects had ve spots from
the default route on average, although we had 22 spots in total. Therefore, users
can be inuenced by the default route to customize a similar route regardless of the
information presented.
3.8 Conclusion
We proposed a navigation application for Kobe Kitano Ijinkan. The application
can generate route plans on the basis of users' current situations. Moreover, users can
customize the route by themselves. In order to evaluate the method of controlling crowd
ow, we created four patterns for presenting information in the route customization
view. We conducted two experiments to evaluate the four patterns. As a result,
presenting an introduction can be persuasive. In the sightseeing time presentation
pattern, we may need to make users choose whether they want to visit many spots
before generating the route. In addition, the default route is the most eective for all
users.
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4 Visualizing and Locating Sound Source
with Augmented Reality
4.1 Introduction
Recent years since the computers become smaller and higher performance, further
more, the technologies on internet are wildly used, computers become common in our
daily life. Especially, since the advance of high-performance devices such as smart-
phone, wearable computing, which users x devices on their body has attracted a
great deal of attention. Users can use get information and services by these devices
through anywhere and anytime[43].
On the other hands environmental sound is one of the important information source
in our daily life, we can realize what is happening in the surround[44]. Recent years
there is a lot of researches on sound source recognition automatically by computers[45].
These researches are focused on the algorithm of recognition and show the result to
users by text or pictures[46]. But this is not an ideal interface for the hear-impaired
to show them the direction of the sound source[47].
In this chapter, we proposed a new interface of sound source recognition for hear-
impaired using augmented reality(AR) that can show user information in the real world
by using web-camera and head mounted display(HMD)[48]. Our system can recognize
the environmental sound in realtime and inform user the type of sound by showing
virtual object in user's sight, furthermore, user can nd the direction of the sound
source by microphone array and denitely nd out the sound source through the AR
marker that attached on the object. This chapter is made up of six parts: reference
research in section 4.2, detail of system design in section 4.3, system implementation
in section 4.4, Evaluation in section 4.5, and nally, the conclusion in section 4.6.
4.2 References
Nowadays there is a lot of research on sound visualization. For instance, in Azar's
research, in order to nd out the easiest way to understand how to visualize sound,
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several methods of sound visualization are discussed[49]. In this research, they discuss
the methods of sound visualization on environmental sound and speech, and the results
of visualization were displayed in one form of the system. They considered seven
kinds of methods to visualize environmental sound. Meanwhile, all of these results of
visualization were displayed in graphs by using MATLAB. They also used text, icons,
and American Sign Language (ASL) with text for three kinds of methods to visualize
speech. According to the result of the examination, they gured out that ASL is the
easiest way to understand to visualize sound. However, ASL is only for those who have
learnt it; moreover, it is hard to use only one ASL picture to explain all words.
In Bertram's research, they used particles to visualize sound source positions in
Virtual Reality (VR)[50], though it was hard to show the user exactly where the sound
source was.
In Osaka's research they proposed a visualization environmental search system[51].
They use tone to describe environmental sound, and show them to users in 3D, fur-
thermore, the similar tones show in the same area, therefor users can easily search the
environmental sound.
4.3 System Design
In this session rst we will introduce the supposition environment of our system,
second we will explain the detail of our system construction, third we will explain the
recognize method of recognition, at last, we will explain the method of visualization of
sound source using AR and matching the position of sound source using microphone
array.
4.3.1 Supposition Environment
In our research we are in a supposition environment of wearable computing that user
is xed with PC, web-camera, microphone, and HMD on the head.
4.3.2 System Construction
The construction of proposed system is showed in gure 22. Our system is made up
with input, process and output three parts. In the input part, the web-camera captures
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Figure 22: System Construction
image from the view of user in realtime, and the microphone captures environmental
sound and detect the direction of sound source. In the process part, program in the PC
calculate the data that transferred from input part, and transfer the result of analyzing
to the device of the output part. In the output part, user can nd the sound source
on the HMD by showing virtual object on the AR marker that attached on the sound
source by using AR.
The image of proposed system is showed in gure 23, the microphone that xed
on user capture the environmental sound in realtime, and the web-camera capture the
image that include the AR markers. The result of sound source recognition and AR
marker recognition are outputted to user in HMD by showing virtual object in user's
view, therefore, user can see what is making sound in the environment without hearing
sound, furthermore, user can denitely nd out where is the sound source.
Sound Source Recognition Function In our system, we use Mel-Frequency Cep-
stral Coecient (MFCC) to recognize sound source.
Human beings can recognize easily tell the sound that has high frequency, but hard
to tell the sound that has low frequency. mel-frequency that is used in MFCC has
the same nonlinear character[52]. Therefore, MFCC is an ideal method to recognize
the environmental sound just like our ears. Furthermore, MFCC has higher recognize
accuracy than other methods[53][54]. We use MFCC to calculate to features in the
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Figure 23: Proposed System Image
following four steps.
Use Fast Fourier transform (FFT) to calculate the spectrum of the sound in each
window.
Map the spectrum onto the mel-scale by using triangular overlapping windows.
Take a log of the mapping result.
Take the discrete cosine transform after taking the log.
Through the four steps, we calculate the features of sound source to made up the
database of sound source, and label each sound source in the database. Therefore, user
can use the system to recognize the environmental sound in realtime through matching
the features in the database with the features that calculated in realtime by using
Euclidean distance. Finally, the nearest one is the result of recognition.
Augmented Reality Function In our research, we use AR to visualize sound source
than is recognized for user. AR is a kind of technology to show user virtual objects in
real world, therefore, user can check the information that informed by AR when seeing
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the real world with HMD. AR is an ideal interface in using in our daily life[55]. We
can use a very low cost to make AR work, and because of using AR marker to show
user the virtual object, user can easily nd out the position of sound source.
In our system, we make AR marker and pattern le for each sound source in the
database, and attach the marker onto the sound source object. Therefore, when user
using the system to visualizing sound source, web-camera captures the marker, and
system shows the result of recognition in HMD that xed on user on the marker.
Sound Source Position Recognition Function Since that the same kind of sound
may have several dierent sources in environment at the same time, such as dierent
people talking, dierent cellphones or copy machines. Even if the sound source is
recognized by the system, user can hard to nd which is making sound. Therefore, our
system use microphone array to detect the direction the sound source. Human beings
can nd out the direction of a sound source through the dierence in intensity between
their two ears[56]. For machines the direction of a sound source can be recognized
through interaural time dierence (ITD) or inter- aural level dierence (ILD)[57]. In
our system, we using we use Microsoft's Kinect sensor to detect the direction of sound
source. The Kinect sensor's microphone array is made up of four microphones that are
on the bottom of the Kinect sensor, and using APIs, which are released by Microsoft,
the microphones can recognize the sound source direction in a range of 100 degrees in
front of the Kinect sensor. In this way proposed system can denitely tell user where
the sound source is, even if same kind of sound source objects exist in the surrounding
environment.
Position Matching of Sound Source Function In our system, we show user the
virtual object after matching the direction of microphone array with the position of
marker of sound source on the screen. First, we calculate the the range of web-camera
and microphone array. Then transfer the the direction of sound source from degree to
pixel onto x coordinate of screen. Finally, if the direction of sound source is within 10
pixel of the center of the marker as gure 24, we specify the sound source and show
user the object on the sound object that is making sound.
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Figure 24: Sample of Matching
4.4 System Implementation
We implemented our prototype system. In this session we will explain the detail of
the implementation of input function, process function and output function.
4.4.1 Input Function
Our proposed system is implemented. we use Digital Cowboy's Net Cowboy web-
camera, Microsoft's Kinect for Xbox 360 as the microphone array, and the SDK, which
is released by Microsoft for programming. Furthermore, we calculate the range of web-
camera and microphone array. As the result, we nd out that microphone array has
the range from -50 degree to 50 degrees, web-camera has the range from -30 degree to
30 degree.
4.4.2 Process Function
Our system has sound source process, AR process and sound source direction process
3 parts. We will explain the detail below.
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Figure 25: Interface of Sound Source Recognition
4.4.3 Sound Source Process
In order to recognize environmental sound, we use system to calculate features as
learnt data before hand, and label each learnt data of sound source. Each learnt data of
sound has 250 frames data, and each frame is the features of one second. The interface
of sound recognition is showed in gure 25. When the system works, environmental
sound is calculated into features of 12 dimensions by using MFCC, and calculate the
distance between the features in the database using Euclidean distance. After three
frames, the result of recognition is decided by majority, and then it will be transmitted
to the output part.
4.4.4 Augmented Reality Process
Recently, there are several toolkits for AR's application. For instance, ARToolkit in
C++ development environment, FLARToolkit for ActionScript in Flash. In our system,
we use NyArtoolkit for our C# development environment. We use NyARToolkit to
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Figure 26: Beam-forming of Kinect
make pattern les of the same quantity with labeled learnt data, attach these AR
markers to the matching sound source objects. We use NyARToolkit to detect the AR
markers from the images, which are captured by a web camera mounted on the user,
and images are processed into black and white by program, AR markers recognized
through AR pattern les. Using the toolkit we calculate the position of AR marker
from 3D position to 2D position on the screen, and transfer the 2D position to sound
source direction process.
4.4.5 Sound Source Direction Process
Kinect sensor can not only track the motion of human being, but also common
used in sound recognition. There are four microphones on the bottom of the Kinect
sensor, using the microphones, Kinect sensor can detect the direction of sound source
as microphone array. To make it work we use Kinect for Windows SDK that is released
by Microsoft, and SDK recognize the direction of sound source using the technology
named beam-forming. The image is showed in gure 27, there are eleven beams in the
range from -50 degrees to 50 degrees to detect the direction. In our system, we use the
property called MicArrayBeamAngle in the KinectAudioSource object to estimate the
direction of sound source is on which beam, furthermore, we use SoundSourcePosition
property to calculate the direction exactly. In our prototype system we transfer the
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Figure 27: Implementation of Prototype System
direction that calculated by Kinect sensor from degree to pixel onto the x coordinate
of the screen and match with the position of the marker on the screen, and we x the
web-camera on the Kinect as gure 6.
4.4.6 Output Function
To provide information on the surrounding environment, the user wears an HMD.
An HMD is an ideal device for providing the position and other information of a
sound source to a user because the HMD can display virtual objects in the real world
environment in the user's eld of view. When the AR markers are detected, the virtual
objects will show on the AR markers, which are matched with the labels of the detected
sound source.
4.5 Evaluation
We evaluated our system. First, we evaluate the accuracy of sound source recog-
nition. Then, we tested the system in the supposition environment, that markers are
attached on the object. We tested the system whether user can nd the position of
sound source. We explain the evaluation our system by sound source recognition func-
tion, augmented reality function, sound source direction recognition function, system
conrmation and comprehensive evaluation.
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4.5.1 Sound Source Recognition Function
We took 6 type sound source and each type has 4 samples. Make the system calculate
the features for each sound source as learnt data using MFCC, each learnt data has
250 frame samples. Concretely, we take the sound of circuit breaker, car, train, ring
of cellphone, alarm and no sound as sample sound. For evaluation we take 3 pieces of
sound, each piece has one-minute-long, and we make the system work to recognize the
3 pieces of sound. Because of the system show user the result of recognition by major,
the system may have a state that can't decide what the sound source is when each
frame is dierent, therefore, we make the system show user the result in each frame
in case of that the major result didn't work. The recognition results of sample sound
A,B,C are showed in appendix.
The recognition accuracy of each piece of sound is 0.83, 0.81 and 0.92, furthermore,
we nd the follow points of sound recognition of our system.
Our system recognizes a sound source in one second, after three frames, the recognition
result is decided by majority. Therefore, about 2 seconds of delay is coursed. For
instance, when new sound source comes up to user, to recognize the new sound
source, our system costs 2 seconds.
In the situation that there are several kinds dierent kinds of objects making sound
in the surrounding environment, the accuracy of recognition falls down.
In the situation that there are unknown sound source in the surrounding environment,
the accuracy of recognition changes. For instance, in sample B, there are sound
of people talking and walking that are not learnt data, therefore, the accuracy of
sample B is lower than sample C.
4.5.2 Augmented Reality Function
We evaluated the AR part of the proposed system. Figure 28 shows four samples
of sound source visualization using our system: the ringing of a cellphone, the sound
of a guitar, the sound of a shredder crushing paper, and the sound of a copy machine
printing.
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Figure 28: Sample of Visualization
There are several parameters in NyARToolkit's library that are used in the AR part
of our system, such as the size of the AR markers and the threshold of the recognition
rate, and we set the side of each AR marker to be 80 millimeters and the threshold of
AR markers’recognition rate to be 0.6. If several dierent kinds of AR markers exist
in one picture, the recognition accuracy of AR markers can be about 80%. Virtual
objects, which are prepared beforehand, can be displayed on the AR markers, but
because of the light and the distance between web camera and AR marker, it can be
miss recognized in these situations.
If AR markers are under intense light, the binarization of AR markers may meet
trouble. Because of the re- ection of the light, our system cannot recognize the
AR markers.
If the marker captured is small, the system can hardly recognize it.
If part of a marker is covered by an other object, the system cannot recognize it.
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4.5.3 Sound Source Direction Recognition Function
We evaluated the sound source direction recognition part. In our system we use the
microphone array, which is in the Kinect to detect the sound source direction. Figure
24 shows a sample of the microphone array being used to detect the direction of a
sound source. This gure shows two of the same AR markers in dierent positions,
and through the detection of the sound source direction, we can nd out that the object
making sound is the right one in the picture.
To detect the direction of a sound source, we xed the web camera on the Kinect
so that it could capture video in a range of 40 degrees. We used Kinect to detect the
direction of a sound source in a range of 40 degrees in front of it at the same time
and matched the direction with the result of the AR marker recognition to specify the
position of the sound source. As the result of validation, the position of the sound
source, which was calculated by the Kinect, was in a range of 20 pixels on the x vector
of the AR marker on the screen. We considered the reasons for this are as below.
To match the result calculated by the Kinect with the position of AR marker, we
needed to convert degrees to pixels, and this conversion could have caused the
deviation.
We used Microsoft's ocial SDK for Kinect to detect the direction of a sound source.
Therefore, the Kinect may have a deviation that interferes with detecting the
direction.
Furthermore, the Kinect can only detect the direction in a range of 100 degrees and 3
meters in front of it. Therefore, the user will hardly nd sounds that are beside
or far from him or her.
We tested our prototype system in the experiment environment. We prepared cell-
phone, shredder, guitar and alarm these 4 kinds of sound source for test. Attached
dierent AR marker on each object, and put them surround the subject. The subjects
were xed with web-camera and Kinect, in case of hearing the sound by themselves,
the subjects were put earphone their head. The subject's view is showed in gure 29.
When the sound source object is in the range of web-camera, the subject can nd an
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Figure 29: View of Subject
\X" on the top of the sight. Whether the sound source is out of range, there will be a
\Left" if the sound source is on the left side of the subject, or a \Right" if the sound
source is on the right side of the subject.
We received the following comments form the subjects.
The sound source is very easily understanding.
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Because of AR, the position of sound source is very easily understanding.
Also we nd the following problems of the prototype.
There is delay to show user the position of sound source.
When the sound source is behind the user, microphone array can tell user the direction,
but the accuracy is lower than the one in front of user.
4.5.4 Comprehensive Evaluation
By conrming the eectiveness of sound source recognition, augmented reality, and
sound source direction recognition mentioned above, we found that user can uses our
system to recognize and visualize environmental sounds. In the situation that there
is only single sound source in the surrounding environment such as at home or when
doing some simple work, especially when sound source is near to a user, our system can
provide information on the sound source and visualize the sound source to satisfy the
user's need. However, in outdoor environments, it is dicult to recognize sound source.
The recognition accuracy falls be- cause of the complex sound source environment.
Further- more, if the AR marker is taken far away from the web cam- era that is
mounted on the user, the recognition accuracy of sound source position can fall.
4.6 Conclusion
In this chapter, we proposed a sound source visualization system that uses augmented
reality so that the hearing impaired and those who are working indoor for recognize
environmental sounds, especially danger sounds. The prototype system, which was
implemented, can recognize a sound source and the position of the sound source and
visualize the sound source in user's eld of vision by using AR.
As future work, we will apse discuss how to use the method to recognize several
sound sources at the same time we need to raise the recognition accuracy in complex
sound environments because the user needs to grasp the details of the surrounding envi-
ronment. We also need to evaluate the new method of recognition, and test our system
in the outdoor environment, evaluate the eectiveness and ecacy of visualization of
our system.
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5 Conclusion
5.1 Summary of Dissertation
In this dissertation, we focus our research on the human navigation system in new
computing styles. We developed the the navigation systems on mobile devices to
provide the navigation service in the event and the sightseeing. In the navigation
systems we created dierent patterns of information presentation to for users to aect
user's behaviors. In order to evaluate the eect of controlling presenting information,
we apply the proposed system in the event and conducted the experiments in the
sightseeing. Furthermore, we proposed the human navigation system in an wearable
computing environment that can provide information at anytime everywhere.
In the rst chapter, we claried that because of the development of the wearable
device, people will receive information in a high frequency, moreover, people's decisions
and behaviors can be aected by presenting information. Therefore, in this research
we aim to lead people by presenting information in a navigation system.
In the second chapter, We proposed an advanced navigation system that can not only
provide useful information for users in the events or sightseeing, but also aect users'
behaviors to meet the organizers' demands. We implemented an ocial navigation
system for an event in Osaka called \Mizube Bar" that people can walk around in
dierent areas and enjoy the event menus in many restaurants. We divided users into
3 groups to evaluate the eective method of controlling crowd ow. The results showed
that users will focus on the position of the rank list, regardless of the information for
each item. We can aect the users' choice by controlling the rank list. If we put the
place that we want the users to head for at the top of the list or at a high rank, we
could control the crowd ow to make them head for the place naturally. However, we
also nd that we need to consider that users' dierent situations, in order to inuence
users' behavior more eective.
In the third chapter, We considered that beside controlling ranking, other methods
could also aect user's behaviors, therefore, we investigated the factors of user inter-
face that could aect user's behaviors. In order to gure out the relationship between
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design of interface and user's choice, we proposed a navigation system could generate
recommended route for visitors by inputting the ticket information and people that
accompany with user, moreover, user could edit the generated route by himself or her-
self. In order to evaluate the method of controlling crowd ow, we created 4 patterns of
presenting information in the view of route customize. We conducted two experiments
to evaluate the 4 patterns. As the result presenting introduction can be persuasive.
In the pattern of presenting the cost of time, we may need to make users to choose
whether they want to visit many spots before generate the route. In addition, default
eect is most eective method to persuade in route customize.
In the fourth chapter, We proposed a sound source visualization system in wearable
computing environment. The proposed system could recognize and notify user the
sound source for hearing impaired and the users could hard to notice the sound by
an HMD, moreover we used AR to visualize the sound source into a virtual object
showing on the position of the sound source in the HMD. We conrmed that the sound
source and sound direction could be eectively recognized, moreover, user could be
easily navigated to the sound source by using an HMD in the situations that users can
hard to notice the occurred sound or users are hearing impaired. Moreover, in an ideal
environment, such as indoor environment, the recognition of sound source could be
high, however, in a noisy environment, the accuracy will fall down, even if we provided
the candidate result of the recognition.
5.2 Consideration
In this dissertation, we focus on the changes of the human navigation system on the
importance and use style from the conventional ones in wearable computing environ-
ment. We investigate the inuences on people's behaviors, moreover, we apply some
eective methods in the navigation system. On the other hand, we also focus on a
new style navigation system that people can receive and check information all the time
in wearable computing environment. We implement and evaluate the sound source
visualize system. We apply the mobile navigation system in a large event. From the
result of our research, we not only provide some foundation of designing navigation
systems but also show the navigation system in a wearable computing environment.
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Presenting Information From Social Network: In our research, we tried to inu-
ence users’behaviors by sending and presenting the information from the server. On
the other hand, more and more people are becoming one part of the social network,
people will receive information from other people, moreover, people will inuent each
other through the social network. Therefore, we can present some information from
other people of some destinations to lead user to those place, furthermore, user may
adopt the information from the people that have a closer relationship. In the future
work, we can combine the navigation system with the social network, furthermore, we
need to investigate the inuence of the presented information by the people in dierent
relationships.
Presenting Information on Dierent Devices: In our research, we proposed the
navigation systems on smartphones, however, we also need to challenge on other wear-
able devices. Recently, there are lots of products of smartwatch. Smartwatch can
notify user the information by vibration or from the small screen of the smartwatch.
Because of the size of smartwatch, there are lots of limitation on the quantity of the
information, therefore, we need to sort out the inuential information for user in dier-
ent situations. HMD is also an ideal device in navigation, user can intuitively receive
navigation information in user's eyesight, however, we need to consider the timing to
present the appropriate information. In the future work, we need to combine sev-
eral wearable devices together for the information presentation, moreover, we need to
construct the information for dierent devices.
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A Appendix
Recognition Result of Samples for Each Second in Chapter 4
A sound recognition1 recognition2
1 circuit breaker no sound car
2 circuit breaker ー no sound
3 circuit breaker circuit breaker
4 circuit breaker circuit breaker
5 circuit breaker,car car ring
6 car,circuit breaker car ring
7 car,circuit breaker car train
8 car car alarm
9 car car alarm
10 car car alarm
11 car train train
12 car train train
13 car car train
14 car,circuit breaker car train
15 car,circuit breaker car no sound
16 car,circuit breaker car train
17 car,circuit breaker car ring
18 circuit breaker,car car car
19 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
20 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
21 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
22 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker ring
23 circuit breaker,car car ring
24 circuit breaker,car car car
25 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
26 circuit breaker,car car ring
27 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
28 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
29 car,circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
30 car circuit breaker no sound
31 car car train
32 car car no sound
33 car car no sound
34 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker no sound
35 circuit breaker circuit breaker no sound
36 circuit breaker circuit breaker no sound
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A sound recognition1 recognition2
37 circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
38 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
39 circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
40 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
41 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
42 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
43 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
44 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
45 circuit breaker circuit breaker alarm
46 circuit breaker,train circuit breaker alarm
47 train train alarm
48 train train alarm
49 train train alarm
50 train train alarm
51 train train alarm
52 train train train
53 train car alarm
54 train train alarm
55 train train train
56 train train train
57 train train train
58 train train train
59 train train train
60 train train alarm
61 train train train
62 train train train
63 car car train
64 car car train
65 car car train
66 car car train
67 car car train
68 car car ring
69 car car ring
70 car car ring
71 car car car
72 car car car
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B sound recognition1 recognition2
1 circuit breaker no sound no sound
2 circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
3 circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
4 circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
5 circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
6 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
7 circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
8 circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
9 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
10 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
11 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
12 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
13 circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
14 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
15 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
16 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
17 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
18 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
19 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
20 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
21 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
22 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
23 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
24 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker train
25 car,circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
26 car,circuit breaker car ring
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B sound recognition1 recognition2
27 car,circuit breaker car car
28 car,circuit breaker circuit breaker car
29 car ー car
30 car ー train
31 car ー train
32 car car train
33 car,circuit breaker ー car
34 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
35 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker train
36 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
37 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
38 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
39 circuit breaker,car circuit breaker car
40 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
41 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
42 circuit breaker,train circuit breaker car
43 train circuit breaker train
44 train train train
45 train train train
46 train train train
47 train train train
48 train train train
49 circuit breaker,train train train
50 circuit breaker train train
51 circuit breaker train car
52 car circuit breaker car
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C sound recognition1 recognition2
1 circuit breaker no sound ring
2 circuit breaker no sound car
3 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
4 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
5 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
6 circuit breaker circuit breaker train
7 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
8 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
9 circuit breaker circuit breaker ring
10 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
11 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
12 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
13 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
14 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
15 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
16 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
17 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
18 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
19 circuit breaker circuit breaker train
20 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
21 circuit breaker circuit breaker car
22 train,circuit breaker train alarm
23 train train alarm
24 train train train
25 train train train
26 train train train
27 train train train
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C sound recognition1 recognition2
28 train train train
29 train train train
30 train,circuit breaker train train
31 train,circuit breaker train alarm
32 car train alarm
33 car car train
34 car car train
35 car car train
36 car car train
37 car car train
38 car car train
39 car car train
40 car car train
41 car car train
42 car car car
43 car ー car
44 car ー car
45 car circuit breaker car
46 car circuit breaker ring
47 car car ring
48 car car no sound
49 car car train
50 car car train
51 car car train
52 car car train
53 car car train
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